Bourbons & Flights .75oz or 2oz. Pour
1792 Small Batch Bourbon | 6.75 | 15.5				
“Smooth, balanced. Spice mingles with carmel & vanilla notes |
93.7 proof”							
Basil Hayden 4.75 | 11 						
“Light bodied with a smooth, buttery flavor |
Aged 8 Years | 80 Proof”							
Baker’s 5.5 | 12.5 						
“Silky texture with toasted nuts, fruit and vanilla |
Aged 7 Years | 107 Proof”							
Belle Meade Small Batch 5.5 | 12.5				
“Smooth, medium bodued with caramel, vanilla and bold rye spice |
Aged 6-8 Years | 90.4 Proof”						
Blanton’s 6.75 | 15.5							
“Full bodied & soft with burnt sugar, caramel, orange and cloves |
Aged 6-8 Years | 93 Proof”							
Bulleit 4 | 9								
“Gentle spiciness with maple, oak, nutmeg and toffee |
Aged 6 Years | 90 Proof”							
Eagle Rare 3.75 | 8.5 							
“Bold & complex with toffee, orange peel, herbs, honey, leather and oak |
Aged 10 Years | 90 Proof”							
Filibuster 5.25 | 12							
“Finished in seasoned wine barrels, red & black fruit with vanilla spice,
caramel and cocoa
Aged 4-6 Years | 90 Proof”							
Four Roses Small Batch 4.25 | 9.5						
“Spicy, rich & mellow with sweet oak and caramel |
Aged 10-13 Years | 90 Proof”						
Four Roses Single Barrel 5.25 | 12 						
“Full bodied & floral, spicy with plum, cherry, vanilla and cocoa |
Aged 8-10 Years |100 Proof”						
Four Roses Yellow Label 3 | 8 							
“Crisp, yet soft & smooth, fresh fruit, hints of apple. |
80 Proof”								
Hudson Baby Bourbon 6 | 16							
“100% corn bourbon, bright,defined taste,warm finish with notes of marzipan |
92 Proof”								

Jefferson Reserve 6.25 | 14.25							
“Vanilla, grass and fresh tobacco | NAS |
90.2 Proof”								
Jefferson Ocean 9 | 20.5						
“Aged at sea, robust and dark with deep caramel and vanilla and a touch of salinity
Aged 6-7 Years | 90 Proof”							
Knob Creek 5.5 | 12.5 							
“Rich & full bodied, toasted nuts, grain and oak | NAS |
100 Proof”								
Knob Creek Single Barrel 5.75 | 13						
“Rich & Complex, toasted oak, vanilla and spice |
Aged 9 Years | 120 Proof”							
Larceny 3.25 | 7.5							
“Rich & round with buttery caramel, honey, fresh bread and toffee |
Aged 6 Years | 92 Proof”							
Maker’s Mark 4 | 9 							
“Light & buttery with vanilla, caramel and a touch of cinnamon | NAS |
90 Proof”								
Maker’s Mark Cask Strength 5.5 | 12.5					
“Full bodied with caramel, toasted nuts, cinnamon and molasses | NAS |
113.2 Proof”								
Woodford Reserve 5.5 |12.5						
“Rich & chewy with citrus, cinnamon, toffee and cocoa |
Aged 7 Years | 90.4 Proof”							
Woodford Double Oaked 6 | 14 						
“Full bodied with vanilla, dark caramel, hazlenut, apple and spice | NAS |
90.4 Proof”

